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As is customary, and on behalf of the Director -General, I shall report on

the administrative and financial status of the Organization to the Committee on

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters.

By its very nature, the major portion of this report must deal with assets

and liabilities as these are expressed in tangible forms. Fulfilling this

primary purpose, I shall provide the Committee with information supplementing

that contained in the Annual Report for 1954 (including the Financial Report for

that year), thereby presenting the developments from the beginning of 1955 to the

present time.

As a separate subject, I shall deal with the situation under Technical

Assistance funds illsofar as these funds relate to the work of the World Health

Organization. This is done in accordance with the resolutions of the Seventh

World Health Assembly requesting that, to the greatest extent practicable, the

Organization's programmes under Regular and. Technical Assistance funds be developed

separately and that activities financed under the two funds be presented separately.

Finally, I shculd like to comment on the bread framework of the Organization

within which administrative and financial matters must be viewed and interpreted.

This subject involves assets which, though enormously valuable, are of an intangible

nature. They cannot be presented in the Financial rRe_oort, and yet their growing

"net worth" is a measure of the increasing importance of the Organization to thewcr]d,
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One year ago, reporting that the Organization was in a sound administrative and

financial position, I referred briefly to the important factors which had contributed to

this satisfactory state. Now, for reasons which will be presented in some detail, the

administrative and financial position not only continues to be sound but has improved

during the past year.

1. Membership of the Orgpniation

No changes have taken place in the -total membership of the Organization. While the

Seventh Health Assembly admitted the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland to Associate

Membership, another Associate Membership, that of Southern Rhodesia, lapsed as a result.

Thus, the total membership remains unchanged. An application for the admission of Sudan

to Associate Membership is before the Eighth World Health Assembly for consideration.

2. Staff ;developments

As of 31 March 1955, the Organization had a total staff - field, regional and head-

quarters - of 1,299 as compared with 1,244 one year ago, which represents an increase of

about 4.-/2 per cent. The percentage increase applies approximately equally to the

three main groups of staff, namely, Headquarters, Regional and other established

offices, and Field staff. The number of staff by groups as of 31 March was as follows:

Headquarters 425; Regional and other established offices 479; and Field staff 395.

The increase at Headquarters results from the recrui anent of Spanish language staff

following the decision of the Seventh World Health Assembly according to which

additional steps were to be taken "with tie view of ultimately providing for Spanish to

become a working language ". Of the total staff of 1,299; 890 staff members are paid

from the Regular budget; 339 from Technical Assistance funds, and 70 from funds

provided by UNICEF.
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Regional Organizations

The time which has elapsed since the last Health Assembly has been a period of

consolidation of the regional organization, particularly of those regional offices which

were the last to develop. The structures and staffing patterns of these offices continue

to be adapted to the servicing needs of their regional programmes. While substantial

progress can be reported, satisfactory arrangements have still to be made in the regions

of Africa and Europe for accommodation of their regional offices in Brazzaville and

Copenhagen, respectively. As you know, the latter city was approved by the Executive

Board at its fourteenth session as the permanent site of the Regional Office for Europe,

subject to the conclusion of a satisfactory Host Agreement. As to the Regional Office

for Africa, which is at present installed in inadequate and provisional premises, it is

expected that the negotiations now taking place with the Host Government will shortly

lead to arrangements whereby a new modern office building suitable to the local climatic

conditions will be erected by the Government and put at the disposal of the Organization..

Also a satisfactory solution to the problem of housing the regional office staff is

anticipated.

The negotiations which were started in 1954 with the Danish Government for the

establishment of the Regional Office for Europe in Copenhagen are still proceeding, and a

progress report was made to the Executive Board at its January session. It is hoped that

an agreement acceptable to both parties will be reached in the near future so that the

transfer of the regional office to the new site can take place in 1956. The Host Agree-

ment when concluded will be submitted to the Health Assembly for approval, as has been

done with similar agreements for other regions in the past.

Improvements in the accommodation arrangements for some of the other regional offices

are still highly desirable, and the Director -General continues to give this matter

close attention.
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4. Financial Position of the Organization

4.1 Regular Funds

I have already mentioned that the general financial position of the Organization

not only continues to be satisfactory but has, in fact, improved during the last year.

This results from the marked progress that has been made in the collection of arrears

of contributions for previous years. Furthermore, collections in respect of the 1954

budget have been at the percentage attained in 1952 and 1953, approximately 95 per

cent. of the amount due from Active Members. Arrears of contributions collected

during 1954 total some $670,000, or almost twice as much as during 1953. Consequently,

the outstanding arrears of prior years' contributions from Active Members at

31 December 1954 were reduced to some $323,000, as compared with $609,000 at the end

of 1953.

While this is a very encouraging development indeed, there are still some

Members who are in arrears mainly because of failure to make provision in their

national budgets for timely payment of each year's assessment. The Committee will

have before it for consideration a detailed and current report of this situation.

Approximately 96 per cent. of the amount appropriated for the effective working

budget of 1954 was used, resulting in a budget surplus of some $363,000. In spite

of the sizeable collections of contributions, there was a year end cash deficit of

$56,355 for 1954, which was covered by an advance from the Working Capital Fund.

Payments of arrears received during the first four months of 1955 have, however, more

than restored this withdrawal from the Working Capital Fund. In fact, as of the end

of April 1955, all cash deficits, including those of prior years, have been fully

liquidated. Furthermore, it is gratifying to note that advances due to the Working

Capital Fund from Active Members have now been fully paid.
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During the period 1 January - 30 April 1955, further progress has been made

in the collection of arrears of contributions for 1954 and prior years. The

payments received reduced the total arrears of Active Members as at 30 April to

$400,921. The corresponding figure at 30 April 1954 was 023,072. The cash balance

of the Assembly Suspense Account has, as a result of the collection of arrears,

increased from $4541357 at 1 January 1955 to $749,735, as at 30 April, 1955. The

collection of contributions for the current 1955 budget during this period was

$2,067,644 or 24.1 per cent. The corresponding figure for the same period of 1954

was 29.7 per cent., which indicates a somewhat less satisfactory development in the

prompt payment of assessments.

I shall now turn to the developments which have taken place since the Seventh

World Health Assembly in the Regular Programme and Budget for 1954 and 1955. The

financial difficulties with which the Organization was faced in the earl part Gf

1954, as a result of a continued shortage of funds under the Expanded Programme

of Technical Assistance, were reported to this Committee in detail in my statement

last year. I also informed the Committee about the actions taken or proposed to

be taken by the Director -General and by the Executive Board. The Committee will

recall that the Seventh World Health Assembly approved these actions, which included

the financing from Regular funds of a certain number of Technical Assistance projects

and the consequent modification of both the Regular and Technical Assistance 1954

programmes. As a result of additional earmarkings of Technical Assistance funds,

made available to the Organization later in 1954, it was possible to finance from

such funds most of the projects which had been transferred to the Regular Budget

earlier in the year. This was consistent with the policy adopted by the Seventh

World Health Assembly in resolution WHA7.35, requesting the Director -General
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"to the extent possible in the light of available resources, to re- transfer, by

concentrating on Priority I projects, to.Technical Assistance funds those projects

which, in 1954, are being financed from Regular funds ". By these re- transfers,

Regular budget funds were released, making it possible to proceed with new activities

which had been originally planned under the Regular budget but which earlier had had

to be postponed. .However, since this release of Regular funds occurred in the latter

part of the year, the 1954 appropriations could not be utilized to the same extent

as would have been possible had the situation as it finally developed been known

from the beginning of the year.

Concerning the Regular Programme and Budget for 1955, the Director- General

submitted to the fifteenth session of the Executive Board a report reflecting the

adjustments made to the 1955 programme which were necessary following the decision

of the Seventh World Health Assembly to reduce the effective working budget by

$811,100, as compared with that proposed by the Director -General in his Programme

and Budget Estimates. In making these adjustments the Director -General took account

of the requests of the Seventh World Health Assembly in resolution WHA7.35. In

particular, steps were taken to ensure as far as possible that the adjusted Regular

programme was separated from the programme under Technical Assistance funds so that

any adjustments in the latter programme would not have an adverse effect on the

activities planned under Regular funds. The Director -General is confident that, at

least in 1955, the Regular programme as revised will not have to suffer from

uncertainties in the availability of Technical Assistance funds. The Committee will

no doubt have noted that the Director- General has not had to report financial

difficulties in 1955 as he did in 1953 and 1954. The adjusted 1955 Regular programme

which was approved by the Executive Board is reflected in the 1955 column of

Official Recorlallo, 58.
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4.2 Technics Assistance Funds

The additional earmarkings of Technical Assistance funds in 1954, subsequent to

the Seventh World Health Assembly, as already mentioned, brought the total amount

available for the year for the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance to

$4,128,530. The obligations incurred for the programme amounted to 0,754,545,

leaving an excess over availabilities of $373,985 at the end of 1954. These amounts

do not include advances by governments for local costs of experts, nor the payment

of those costs. As has been previously stated, because the additional funds were

made available at an advanced stage of the year, it was not possible to utilize all

of the funds fully. It is noted, however, that of this unused amount approximately

$167,000 represented firm orders placed for supplies and equipment for field projects,

the delivery of which could not be made until 1955., under the financial policy

established by the Technical Assistance Board, this amount is not reflected as an

obligation in 1954.

The total Technical Assistance fundo made available so far for 1955 is some

Pk ;500 /00); adequate. to .finance thé presently approved Category I

programme, including Central Administrative and Indirect Project Costs. There is, in

addition, some likelihood that further earmarkings will be made to the Organization

which would allow the financing of an additional supplementary programme for 1955.

It will, therefore, not be necessary to make any adjustments in the Regular programme

in order to finance Technical Assistance projects. Thus, we are. pleased to report'

that, following the expressed wish of the Seventh World Health Assembly, the

Organization has managed over a relatively short period of time to separate the

financing of the Technical Assistance programme from the Regular programme, and

every effort will be made to maintain this separation in the future.
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I shall not take up the time of the Committee now to outline the other

developments that have occurred in the United Nations Expanded Programme of

Technical Assistance. A full report was submitted to the fifteenth session of the

Executive Board and is contained in Annexes 9 and 13 of Official. Records No. 60,

which also contains the resolutions of the Board on this subject. A further report

is submitted to the Eighth World Health Assembly under items 7.6 and 7.7 of the

provisional agenda.

4.3 UNICEF Reimbursements

In 1954, technical personnel for jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO projects were

provided by WHO at a cost of some $537,000 against UNICEF reimbursement from

allocations approved for the purpose by the UNICEF Executive Board. As a result of

the increase in Technical Assistance funds, it became possible during 1954 to

finance from such funds or from released regular funds, according to original plans,

the costs of personnel in certain jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO projects, which costs

the UNICEF Executive Board had agreed to reimburse to WHO. Consequently, an amount

of approximately $134,000 of the total amount approved by UNICEF was returned to

that organization.

Following the request of the Seventh World Health Assembly that the Director -

General when adjusting the 1955 programme should "provide for half the costs of the

international health personnel in projects for which UNICEF has been reimbursing

those costs in 1954° (resolution WHA7.35) and the request of the Executive Board

at its fourteenth session (resolution EB15.R 2) that he should "negotiate with

UNICEF for the provision in 1955 of the remaining costs of international health

personnel, which shall include personnel for BCG projects, the costs of which have
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been reimbursed by UNICEF in 1954 ", the Director -General approached the UNICEF

Administration with a view to submitting to its Executive Board at the 1954

September session a proposal for the reimbursement of these costs to WHO. The

UNICEF Executive Board at that session approved an allocation for this purpose, as

well as an allocation for other jointly assisted projects, totalling approximately

$580,000. At its March 1955 meeting, the UNICEF Executive Board allocated a further

amount of $107,800 for international health personnel in jointly assisted UNICEF/WHO

projects for which no provision exists in the 1955 programme of WHO under Regular or

Technical Assistance funds. The total allocations so far approved by the UNICEF

Executive Board for reimbursement to WHO of costs of international health personnel

in 1955 therefore amount to approximately $688,000.

The report submitted by the Director- General to the Executive Board at its

fifteenth session "Relations with UNICEF" and the resolution of the Executive Board

on this subject are contained in Official RecordsNo. 60 (Annex 12 and EB15.R40).

A report giving the subsecuent developments of WHO's relations with UNICEF is before

the Eighth World Health Assembly, which will be considering this matter under item

7.18 of the provisional agenda.

5. Casual Income for the 16 Budget

In its report On the situation as regards casual income available for financing

the 1956 budget (Officc1RecordsNo. 61, page 68) the Executive Board recalled that

"a decision on the use of casual income could be made only by the Health Assembly and

noted that it was only after the accounts for 1954 were closed that the amounts

available would be known ". Furthermore, collections of arrears in contributions
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received subsecuent to the beginning of the current fiscal year increase the cash

balance in the Assembly Suspense Account, thereby increasing the availability of

casual income.

Document A8 /AFL /10 is submitted to this Committee to assist its consideration of

this matter. As will be seen, the total amount of casual income available as at 30

April is $$1,044,233, apart from an amount of $40,000 in the Publications Revolving

Fund which the Executive Board has recommended to the Health Assembly should be

used as casual income to finance the 1956 budget. This represents an increase of

$409,733 over the amount of $634,500 shown in Official Records No. 58. The details

of these increases are described in the separate document to which I have referred.

As an important part of the consideration of this item, the Committee will wish to

take account particularly of the financial implications of two specific proposals

of the Director -General to the Eighth World Health Assembly to increase the 1956

programme and budget estimates as contained in Officl, Records No. 58. The two

proposals cover (1) the arrangements considered necessary for the Organization to

exercise its responsibility in relation to the peaceful uses of atomic energy and

(2) the provisions required for WHO to assume its responsibilities for a world -wide

malaria eradication programme.

6. Other Assets of the Organization

I come now to the final subject of this report -other assets. What I have said

thus far, relates only to the administrative and financial position of the Organization

at a given time. This position is reflected in the Annual Report of the Director -

General and its supplement, the Annual Financial Report, in which the
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main exhibit, a Statement of Assets and Liabilities, shows the overall picture as

described and measured in monetary terms and monetary values. To these values there

may be added those of the equipment and supplies, which, while they do not appear in

the balance sheet, are recorded in our inventories, as reflected in the report of

the External Auditor.

A realistic and dynamic portrayal of the total assets of the Organization

cannot be restricted to the cold and limited language of figures. Something must be

said about less- tangible but not less -valuable assets.

From its inception, the Organization was faced with some obstacles which

influenced its development as an effective organization. In solving its problems

the Organization often utilized the process of trial and error, so that many of its

earlier liabilities have been "liquidated ". Even when the process led to error,

it became part of our experience and, as a result, has been transformed into an asset.

Thus, in the present and in the future, the Organizationts will to try any reasonable

course, based upon its best judgment, should be considered as one of its greatest

intangible assets.

You are well aware that the various offices of the Organization occupy premises

which, with one or two exceptions, are provided practically free of rent, allowing

the Organization to enjoy virtually free accommodation throughout the world. To

these accommodations specific financial values could be assigned but they represent,

in addition, another set of values -the intangibles of world support of and world

confidence in the purposes and work of the Organization. The relationship of

"Host- Country" and "Welcome Guest"- in the work of the Organization is indeed a

priceless intangible asset.
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To portray the staff of the Organization as "numbers of employees" or as parts

of an organizational structure may be accurate but it is far from adequate. The

difference here is as wide as that between the skeletal structure and the living

body.

With respect t , staff, in any field of endeavc r, continuity is assigned high

value; what is cabled "turn- over" is a source of loss. Continuity of staff, there-

fore, is a major intangible value; it means growth in knowledge and experience in

both internal and external associations.

I mentioned earlier that the number cf staff of the Organization was 1,299.

A much more important fact is that, of the staff at Headquarters, over 60 per cent.

have been working with the Organization for five years or more; there is a solid

nucleus of some 50 per cent. of staff at Regional and ether offices who have

served at least four years in the Organization even amf-ng the "short-term"

project staff, 44 per cent. have at least two years service. It is equally

significant that during the past five years in this latter category of staff,

no less than 900 doctors, nurses, engineers and others have contributed their

knowledge and skills to the cause of world health. They represent a trained body

to form the all - imp :Jrtant core for the teams of health workers which are so badly

needed in assisting countries in their efforts to improve the standard of health

for their peoples.

The reference to Regional staff directs attention to the Regional Offices and

their many intangible values. One of the great sources of strength for the

Organizatien is its close and intimate contact with the governments and, therefore,

with the people of the world. In this association the Regional Offices serve as

centres of administration anr? communication. They are more than physical offices;
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they are regional symbols of the purposes and the philosophy of the Organization.

I cannot close this statement without referring to the confidence which

succeeding Health Assemblies have demonstrated in their support of the growth,

the methods and the staff of the Organization. This has undoubtedly been the most

important single element in the satisfactory development of the administration of

the Organization.

These, then, are the facts that give true meaning and significance to the

report and provide the background for the deliberations of the Committee on

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters. They eire the assets that infuse the

Organization with the qualities of life and vigil*. As such they are invaluable.


